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Other books covering this material are already in print: the four volumes in
the Methods in Enzymology series covering nucleic acids spring immediately to
mind. The editors justify the production of this book on the grounds that (i) it
is inexpensive and, (ii) that the topics dealt with are covered in unusual detail.
First, the claim that this volume is inexpensive is misleading. Compared to Methods
in Enzymology its price per page is high. Its "low price," therefore, reflects only
its small size. Second, the detail in the treatment of each topic is adequate, but
is no more than usual for a methods text, in my opinion. (In this connection, it
is worth noting that 3 of the 12 authors involved have written similar chapters
for Methods in Enzymology.)
In summary, had I access to Methods in Enzymology, I would not buy this book.
However, were I a novice in the field needing a bench top guide or were I lacking
Methods in Enzymology, this volume could be of considerable help.
PETER B. MOORE
Department of Molecular Biophysics and Biochemistry
Yale University School of Medicine
LIMBIC SYSTEM MECHANISMS AND AUTONOMIC FUNCTION. Edited by Charles H.
Hockman. Charles C Thomas, Springfield, Ill., 1972. xviii, 294 pp. $22.80.
This book is the result of a three-day Brain Research Symposium held at the Uni-
versity of Toronto. Like most volumes based on symposia, this one contains more
information of a summary nature than new data, although some of the chapters
such as the one by Hoffer, Mitra, and Snider on blood pressure responses to cerebel-
lar stimulation are notable exceptions.
The list of participants at this meeting reads like a "Who's Who" of limbic system
neurobiologists: Dell, French, Gloor, Jasper, Lindsley, MacLean, Nauta, Yakovlev,
and many others. I found that the report by Nauta and the closing comments by
Yakovlev were especially worthwhile. In a survey of the neuroanatomic circuitry
of the central visceromotor system Nauta emphasizes the crucial role of the hypo-
thalamus in reciprocally linking the limbic forebrain with the paramedian region
of the midbrain. Yakovlev ostensibly sets out to propose an anatomic definition
of the limbic system but, in fact, his paper turns out to be a concise treatise on
comparative neuroanatomy and behavior! It is rough going but well worth it.
As a summary of research within the last 15 years or so on the limbic system this
book should be useful to both basic scientists and clinicians. Unfortunately, its
price is so high that only the most affluent graduate or medical student could afford
to purchase it, and this is a pity because this group would probably derive the
most benefit from it.
CARL CHUNGMING CHI
Department of Anatomy (in Psychiatry)
Yale University School of Medicine
MOLECULAR CONTROL OF CELL DIFFERENTIATION AND MORPHOGENESIS: A
SYSTEMATIC THEORY. By Gerhard D. Wassermann. Marcel Dekker, New York,
1972 582 PP. $36.50.
Wassermann's expressed aim is a comprehensive theory of cell uniqueness and
its consequences, rather than an elegant theory. While inordinate complexity seemsBOOK REVIEWS 63
bearable in a theory implying new phenomena, as. is restriction to known phe-
nomena in an elegant theory, this work has both problems. Hypotheses are piled
rather deeply, at times when extant data could have shown the way. Such is the
case of posttranscriptional versus posttranslational linkage of polypeptide chains,
where he chooses the former. At least his ideas are largely subject to test.
The key concept used is cell-unique (surface) protein in staggering variety
(1015), used for intercellular communication and movement initiation, and pro-
duced by order-preserving linkage of polypeptide mRNA from a number of genes.
The reader can visualize simpler unique cell-surface keys to function or antigenicity,
with proteins as alphabet and not as words. Still, Wassermann is to be credited
with displaying flaws in gradient theories of morphogenesis. He seems to know
considerable portions of the literature, for a theoretical physicist, yet he suspends
or twists judgment often. His idea of asymmetric mitoses for producing a variety
of gene activation patterns ("trees") is a second important concept, but it is not
developed well teleologically, only mechanistically. A last chapter on brain models
based on chemical neurospecificity as well as network theory has a few promising
elements. These elements are buried in detail ranging from intriguing to dis-
tractingly absurd. One can only wish the author of such a book as this had more
intuition on chemical/biological interactions and on the role of theory.
VINCENT P. GUTSCHICK
Department of Chemistry
Sterling Chemistry Laboratory
Yale University School of Medicine
ESSAYS IN TOXICOLOGY. Volume 3. Edited by Wayland J. Hayes, Jr. Academic
Press, New York, 1972. 108 pp. $695.
Volume 3 of Essays in Toxicology considers four problems in toxicology.
The first chapter, by Louis J. Casarett, is both practical and informative and
broadly discusses pulmonary responses to inhaled toxins and irritants. As a be-
ginning, historical perspectives probe deeply into occupational diseases such as sili-
cosis and pneumoconiosis. We are then introduced to the unique and fascinating
problems in this area of research where the filled syringe or the packed capsule
are rarely mentioned. Instead, cumbersome terms such as particle size, atmospheric
concentration, penetration depth, and aerodynamic characteristics are needed to
describe the simple act of dosing. Once the test substance has been more or less
administered, distribution may be systemic, after direct intravascular absorption
or oral, if ciliary movement carries the material to the pharynx where it is swal-
lowed, or it may simply be engulfed by alveolar macrophages where its ultimate
fate still remains a mystery. This chapter can be criticized for ignoring pulmonary
carcinogenesis. It is, however, an excellent overview and is recommended reading
for the individual who cannot understand why hazards associated with inhalation,
such as cigarette smoking, are so difficult to demonstrate and resolve in the
laboratory.
In chapter two, John Doull considers environmental factors which might be
acting synergistically with chemicals to cause adverse effects. He wisely excludes
the many nebulous influences such as species, strain, diet, disease, and chemical
interactions, and narrows the problem down to a more manageable three: radiation,